CALL FOR PAPERS
The International Happiness Observatory (OIB), which main objective is to place happiness
and the fundamental values of humanity at the center of reflections, created in 2019 the Happiness
Law Review. In collaboration with the Caribbean Laboratory of Social Sciences (LC2S), Joint
Research Unit (UMR) of French National Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS) and the
University of French West Indies, OIB aims at the full recognition of the right to / of happiness, to
include this right in the scientific landscape to accredit its reality and its legitimacy, to testify to its
vitality and the aspiration of contemporary societies to a renewed perception of the world.
The Happiness Law Review aims at disseminating innovative solutions framed by
international, national or local authorities around the world, through regulations, laws, constitutions,
court decisions, customary rules or soft law tools. In addition, the Happiness Law Review wishes to
welcome more theoretical contributions to actively contribute to the construction of a legal doctrine
of happiness.
The Happiness Law Review is designed to welcome papers related to law and happiness:
contributions on thematic issues, on open themes, fieldwork feedbacks, legislations and / or court
decisions updates. It is also possible to review books or papers related to law and happiness or any
legislative, constitutional or case-law actuality that will feed the updating of the dedicated sections
of the Review’s website to offer to people interested in questions related to law and happiness a
complete and up-to-date inventory. The Happiness Law Review also includes a junior section
intended for the expression of undergraduate or master students. It welcomes individual or
collective contributions.
Papers hosted by the Happiness Law Review can be written in French as well as in English
or Spanish.
The submissions will be peer-reviewed by two anonymous members of the Editorial
committee (or, if necessary, external experts). A junior editorial committee made up of doctoral
students and young doctors assesses the students' contributions.
Contributors are kindly asked to follow editorial guidelines that can be found on the Review
internet site :
Proposals should be sent to Carine David, editorial director, at the following address:
revuejuridiquedubonheur@oib-france.com
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